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The digital transformation of manufacturing firms, in addition to making operations more efficient, offers important

opportunities both to promote the transition to a circular economy and to experiment with new techniques for designing

smarter and greener products.
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1. Introduction

The manufacturing world has now taken up the challenge of the fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4.0 , which is

based on two foundations: automation  and data . The new manufacturing paradigm of smart factories  is able to

create environments that can adapt processes in real time to current needs through the elaboration of information based

on the digital technologies of the Internet of Things . Industry 4.0 pushes manufacturing industries to make their

processes minimize waste: this transition to efficiency links Industry 4.0 with the goals of the circular economy . This

relationship becomes increasingly evident as companies define new strategies to achieve more ambitious environmental

sustainability goals . In fact, Industry 4.0 has a high potential to promote environmental sustainability because, unlike

previous industrial revolutions, it is not accompanied by increased emissions or waste generation , but rather by

increased operational efficiency  and organizational resilience . To ensure successful optimization of manufacturing

operations and improve production efficiency, an integrated MES (Manufacturing Execution System), ERP (Enterprise

Resource Planning), and PLC (programmable logic controller) system was implemented. Thanks to these digital systems,

it is possible to manage, monitor, and coordinate the execution of real-time physical processes providing feedback on

process performance. In addition, to follow the environmental aspects into product and process development, the insertion

of intelligent and interconnected sensors and PLCs in the production lines enables automated data collection for dynamic

life cycle assessment (LCA) analysis . The integration of simulation modelling with LCA increases predictive capacity in

terms of environmental sustainability and circular eco-design, drastically reducing the reaction time of the company and its

operational efficiency. Environmental impact assessment can also be combined with economic , social , or

technological  impact assessment for a more complete view of the degree of sustainability. Alternatively, LCA, LCC,

and S-LCA can be integrated with each other in a holistic methodological approach called Life Cycle Sustainability

Assessment (LCSA) .

This efficiency can not only be determined in real time, but thanks to simulation environments where the physical and

virtual worlds come together, it is possible to predict the behavior of production systems by anticipating errors and

improving decision-making processes . Thus, the simulation environment can improve efficiency in the exploitation of

natural resources, energy, and other inputs, as well as in the development of closed-loop processes within the supply

chain . From an organizational point of view, Industry 4.0 leads to the transformation of the traditional factory into an

effective smart factory  that, due to its intrinsic characteristics, is more efficient and therefore potentially more

sustainable and able to implement the characteristic aspects of the circular economy , i.e., the so-called 6Rs: reduce,

reuse, recycle, recover, redesign, and remanufacture . To implement this change in corporate culture, however, it is

necessary to innovate not only technologies, but also organizational paradigms and, therefore, business models .

Among these, circular business models  involve the development of products as service models , for which

servitization becomes the way to extend their life cycle . Extending the life cycle of products means keeping their value,

and the resources used to manufacture them as long as possible within the economic loop . Therefore, the impact level

on the environment, economy, and society will be lower.

In a technologically advanced production framework, as smart factories are , the efficient use of production factors is

already a given. Implementing at least four of the six R actions (reduce, reuse, recycle, recover) that characterize the

circular economy is, therefore, easier. The real challenge for manufacturing companies is instead the redesign of products
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 and, therefore, of the entire value chain . Eco-design , a methodology for product design in which sustainability

issues (environmental, but also socio-economic) are considered during the product development process as an additional

factor to those traditionally used for decision-making, can help manufacturing companies . Eco-design simultaneously

considers all the fundamental elements that make a product marketable, from its aesthetic characteristics to its functional

performance, also evaluating all the phases of its production and distribution chain, in addition to the socio-economic and

commercial factors . In this life cycle approach (understood as the set of stages in the useful life of a product up to

the final management of its waste), the product is not the final destination but a temporary state of matter and energy that

can provide the consumer with a use and service benefit . Therefore, from a circular economy perspective, eco-design

is one of the main ways to re-engineer products so that they are high quality as well as ecological and socially

responsible.

As previously pointed out, the literature evidences the benefits that manufacturing firms can reap from the synergistic

relationship between digital technologies and the re-engineering of products , processes , and entire supply chains

 in a circular economy perspective . However, having the right technologies is not always a sufficient and necessary

condition to change the operational paradigm. In this regard, Zheng et al.  point out that there is still a lack of

comprehensive research on the applications of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies in manufacturing life cycle processes.

The digital transformation of industrial sectors also leads companies to address a new reality in which physical and virtual

resources are integrated into a single production system. Among virtual resources, data are an important raw material

able to produce organizational knowledge if manufacturing firms can turn Big Data (collected in an Industry 4.0

environment) into Smart Data (able to generate value). Lacam and Salvetat  argue that Smart Data cannot replace Big

Data, but both domains work in a synergistic relationship through a virtuous cycle of data exploitation. These authors also

emphasize that it is not necessary to mine a large amount of data to extract value from it. Even how to capture and exploit

a smaller volume of useful data for a specific purpose has not yet been adequately explored in the literature. The latest

literature explores the barriers to the circular economy and sustainability implementation in an Industry 4.0 environment

. However, empirical studies with quantitative approaches are lacking, and most studies are conceptual or qualitative

.

2. Industry 4.0 and Smart Data as Enablers of the Circular Economy in
Manufacturing: Product Re-Engineering with Circular Eco-Design in
Ceramic Industry

The circular economy represents a new organizational paradigm for manufacturing systems that drives companies to re-

engineer activities and processes to make them sustainable, thanks to a conscious and efficient use of resources and

production factors. The transition to the circular economy can be enabled by the development of digital technologies

related to Industry 4.0, as they facilitate process and product innovation thanks to their high potential for tracking resource

consumption and emissions.

2.1. Implications for Scholars

It has shown that the digital technologies of the Industry 4.0 environment really can help companies embark on a path

toward circularity, not only based on the increased operational efficiency implicit in smart manufacturing but also by

promoting a trajectory of organizational innovation. It is based on integrating two categories of production factors: tangible

resources (materials and machinery) and intangible resources (data). Therefore, the enabling factor of circularity and,

more generally, of sustainability becomes the ability of the manufacturing firm that is already efficient from an operational

point of view to analyze the raw information intelligently collected by the equipment, i.e., to transform data from a simple

accumulation of records (Big Data) into high-value assets (Smart Data).

From the large availability of Big Data, helpful information was selected to conduct a predictive assessment of

environmental impacts corresponding to different procurement scenarios. This allowed the selection of the best solution

from an environmental and technological point of view and, therefore, the re-engineering of the ceramic product. This

predictive approach, based on Life Cycle Assessment and microstructural analysis of materials, has been called circular

eco-design precisely because it responds to the fifth of the 6Rs of the circular economy: redesign.

Therefore, this empirical validation of the theoretical hypotheses that emerged from the literature fills the knowledge gaps

highlighted in the introduction paragraph: the enabling potential of digital technologies for the circular economy and the

transformation of Big Data into Smart Data to create value.
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2.2. Implications for Industry Practitioners

Smart Data has made it possible to highlight new circular opportunities, exploiting the full potential of Industry 4.0 to

achieve significant environmental benefits. Circular eco-design has highlighted how distances between the source of

supply of raw materials and the factory and the type of transport are together key factors for the environmental

sustainability of the finished product. Through a life cycle approach and the use of technological characterization

techniques of materials, this research has shown how it can change the paradigm of product design. In the case of

ceramic materials, the industrial practice has always seen technologists formulating body compositions whose

sodium/potassium ratio was strongly unbalanced in favor of sodium. This conviction has led companies to oversaturate

with extra-EU sodium feldspar to maintain a high level of sintering of the ceramic body to obtain low porosity. Eco-design

and empirical testing in laboratory and pilot environments have challenged this assumption, also demonstrating that with a

strong reduction in imported sodium feldspar to the advantage of domestic potassium feldspar, it is possible to obtain a

fully sintered and technologically performing ceramic body. With the same logic, the quantity of Ukrainian clay in the

composition of the ceramic bodies was progressively reduced in favor of the German clay supplied to the factory by train

and of a national clay. Both raw materials benefit from a transport system with low environmental impact.

From the point of view of industry practitioners, a virtuous circle of circular innovation has thus been created:

Digital technologies have enabled the smart exploitation of Big Data;

Smart Data has enabled circular eco-design that has led to product innovation;

Product innovation has favored the re-engineering of the raw material sourcing system;

The company moved a further step toward transitioning to the circular economy.
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